Introduction
For an order O in a number field let h(O) denote its class number and R(O) its regulator. Proving a conjecture of C.F. Gauss, C.L. Siegel showed in [29] , For a long time it was believed to be impossible to separate the class number and the regulator. However, in 1981 Peter Sarnak showed [28] , using the trace formula, that
the sum ranging over all real quadratic orders with regulator bounded by x. Sarnak established this result by identifying the regulators with lengths of closed geodesics of the modular curve H/ SL 2 (Z) (Theorem 3.1 there) and by using the prime geodesic theorem for this Riemann surface. Actually, Sarnak proved not this result but the analogue where h(O) is replaced by the class number in the narrower sense and R(O) by a "regulator in the narrower sense". But in Sarnak's proof the group SL 2 (Z) can be replaced by PGL 2 (Z) giving the above result. See also [11, 32] .
Our goal is to generalize Sarnak's result to number fields of higher degree. Such a generalization has resisted all efforts so far since the trace formula
is not yet in a state that would make it useful in spectral geometry. For instance, as yet a proof of the absolute convergence of the spectral side of the trace formula is outstanding. However, recent partial results by Werner Müller are sufficient for the case treated in this paper.
We will now formulate the main theorem. Since there are several concepts of class numbers, we have to make clear which one we use. Let O be an order in a number field F . Let I(O) be the set of all finitely generated Osubmodules of F . According to the Jordan-Zassenhaus Theorem [26] ,
the set of isomorphism classes [I(O)] of elements of I(O) is finite. Let h(O) be the cardinality of the set [I(O)], called the class number of O.
A cubic field F (i.e., a number field of degree 3 over the rationals) is either totally real or has two complex and one real embedding in which case we call it a complex cubic field. Let O be the set of isomorphism classes of orders in complex cubic fields. The following is our main result.
Theorem 0.1 As x → ∞ we have
Our method is based on a new "simple trace formula". Such formulae have been used in the past by various authors, for instance by Deligne-Kazhdan or Kottwitz. They come about by plugging special test functions into Arthur's trace formula. The test functions are chosen such that many terms in the trace formula vanish. The simple trace formula of this paper will be such that the geometric side only consists of orbital integrals of globally elliptic elements as opposed to locally elliptic elements which is what the previous simple trace formulae reduced to.
In Section 1 the general form of the simple trace formula is given, in which the test functions are characterized by vanishing conditions. In Section 2, test functions are constructed explicitly by twisting with virtual characters. This facilitates the computation of orbital integrals and still leaves great freedom in the choice of test functions. The convergence of the spectral side for noncompactly supported test functions is discussed in Section 3.
From this point on we restrict to the case SL 3 . In order to separate orbital integrals of splitrank one, twisted resolvents are used. The validity of the trace formula for these non-compactly supported functions is derived via a Casimir functional calculus in Sections 4 to 7. The Prime Geodesic Theorem, which is our main result in a different guise, is given in Section 8.
In the light of Sarnak's result and the result of the present paper, one is tempted to formulate a conjecture about the growth rate of class numbers in number fields of a given type. We must however warn that our method does not support any speculation of this kind. The reason is that we do not count orders, but rather their units which in the setting of reductive groups come about as globally elliptic elements. Only in the case when the rank of the unit group is one, it is possible to draw conclusions from the distribution of units to that of class numbers. Thus one is limited to real quadratic fields (Sarnak) , complex cubic (present paper) or purely imaginary fields of degree 4. In the latter case a new difficulty emerges: since the degree of the field extension is not a prime, ellitic elements can no longer be identified with order-units in number fields any more, so the method gives a different asymptotic altogether.
A simple trace formula
We derive a simple version of Arthur's trace formula by inserting functions with certain restrictive properties which guarantee the vanishing of the parabolic terms on the geometric side.
Let G be a linear algebraic Q-group. If E is a Q-algebra, any rational character χ of G defined over Q defines a homomorphism G(E) → GL 1 (E). If E comes with an absolute value | . |, we define G(E) 1 to be the subgroup of all elements g such that |χ(g)| = 1 for all rational characters χ defined over Q. We will use this notion in the cases when E is R or the ring A of adeles of Q. One should be aware that G(R)
1 could also be defined with respect to characters defined over the field R, but this is not be the point of view in the present paper.
From now on we denote by G a connected reductive linear algebraic group over Q. If P is a parabolic Q-subgroup of G with unipotent radical N , we have a Levi decomposition P = LN . Generally, we denote the group of real points of a linear algebraic Q-group by the corresponding roman letter, so that P = LN. However, if A is a maximal Q-split torus of L, we denote by A the connected component of the identity
Let A fin denote the subring of finite adeles, then we have direct product decompositions A = A fin R and
The geometric expansion of the trace formula
) was introduced in [1] . Here the sum runs over all classes o in G(Q) with respect to the following equivalence relation: Two elements are called equivalent if the semisimple components in their Jordan decomposition are conjugate in G(Q). Further,
for certain functions k o whose definition we will recall below. The sum and the integral converge if we replace k o by its absolute value.
The integrand in the definition of J o (f ) is given as
where the sum runs over the standard parabolic Q-subgroup P = LN , for which we write A P = A L and
All we need to know about the factorτ P (H(δx) − T ) at this point is that in the case P = G it is identically equal to 1.
We call a function on G(A) 1 parabolically regular at the infinite place if it is supported on K fin × G 1 for some compact open subgroup K of G(A f in ) and vanishes on all G-conjugates of K fin × P 1 for every parabolic Q-subgroup P = G.
An element γ ∈ G(Q) is called Q-elliptic if it is not contained in any parabolic Q-subgroup other than G itself. This notion is clearly invariant under conjugation, and we say that a class o is Q-elliptic if some (hence any) of its elements is so. It is known that Q-elliptic elements are semisimple, so Qelliptic classes o are just conjugacy classes in G(Q).
is parabolically regular at the infinite place, then J o (f ) vanishes unless o is Q-elliptic, in which case
In light of the above remarks the proposition is a consequence of the following lemma. Lemma 1.2 Suppose that f satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1.1. Then K P,o (x, x) = 0 for any x ∈ G(A) unless P = G and the class o is Q-elliptic.
Proof: First we show for any P = G that f (x −1 qx) = 0 for q ∈ P(A) 1 and x ∈ G(A). By the assumption on the support of f we have only to consider q = q fin q ∞ with x −1 q fin x ∈ K fin , i.e., q fin ∈ xK fin x −1 ∩ P(A), a compact subgroup of P(A). Any continuous quasicharacter with values in ]0, ∞[ will be trivial on that subgroup, hence q fin ∈ P(A)
1 . Since q was already in P(A) 1 , it follows that q ∞ ∈ P(A) 1 ∩ P = P 1 , and so f (x −1 qx) = 0 due to the assumption on f applied to the parabolic Q-subgroup P.
In particular, as L(Q)N (A) ⊂ P(A) 1 , we see that
If o is not Q-elliptic, then every γ ∈ o is contained in some parabolic Qsubgroup P = G, and in view of P(Q) ⊂ P(A) 1 we have f (x −1 γx) = 0. Thus K G,o (x, x) = 0. Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.1 follow.
We will now rewrite, in a non-adelic language, the geometric side of our simple trace formula in a special case. Let G be a semisimple simply-connected linear algebraic Q-group. Let Γ be a congruence subgroup of G(Q), i.e., assume that there exists an open compact subgroup
where G y denotes the centralizer of y in G. We define f = f fin ⊗ f ∞ , where f fin is the characteristic function of K Γ divided by the volume of that group with respect to the Haar measure of G(A fin ).
Corollary 1.3 Under the above conditions, we have
where the sum on the right-hand side runs over the set of all conjugacy classes [γ] in the group Γ which consist of Q-elliptic elements.
Further, γ ∈ Γ is Q-elliptic if an only if γ is not G-conjugate to an element of P 1 for a Q-parabolic P .
Proof: Consider the formula for J o (f ) given in Proposition 1.1 for a Qelliptic class o. The integral can be taken over G(Q)\G(A)/K Γ , because the integrand is right K Γ -invariant. Under our assumptions on G, strong approximation [18] holds, i.e., the action of G by right translation on that double quotient is transitive and hence induces an isomorphism of G-spaces
This isomorphism identifies suitably normalized G-invariant measures on these two spaces with each other, and we get
The characteristic function f fin has the effect of restricting summation to o ∩ Γ. Note that J o (|f |) < ∞, because |f ∞ | can be bounded by a nonnegative function in C ∞ c (G). Now the equality of J o (f ) with the partial sum over [γ] ∈ o in the asserted formula follows by the familiar Fubini-type argument.
Test functions
In this section G is a semisimple real Lie group with finite center and finitely many connected components.
We would like to use resolvent kernels as test functions in the trace formula. The convergence of the geometric side has been proved in [1] for compactly supported test functions only. Thus we are going to approximate resolvent kernels by compactly supported functions with the aid of the functional calculus of the Casimir operator.
Let g 0 denote the Lie algebra of G and g = g 0 ⊗C its complexification. Let B denote the Killing form. Let θ be the Cartan involution fixing K. The form X, Y = −B(θ(X), Y ) is positive definite on g 0 and induces a G-invariant Riemannian metric on G/K. Let dist(x, y) denote the corresponding distance function and write d(g) = dist(gK, eK) for g ∈ G.
Let U(g) denote the universal enveloping algebra of g. Every element X of U(g) gives rise to a left-invariant differential operator written h → h * X, and a right-invariant differential operator h → X * h, h ∈ C ∞ (G). Recall that for p > 0, the L p -Schwartz space C p (G) is defined as the space of all h ∈ C ∞ (G) such that, for every n > 0 and X, Y ∈ U(g), the seminorms
are finite. Here Ξ is the basic spherical function, and it suffices for our present purposes to know that there exist r 1 > r 2 > 0 such that
If we complete the space C p (G) with respect to the seminorms involving only derivatives up to order N, we obtain a space C For π ∈Ĝ and an irreducible unitary representation (τ, V τ ) of K, let P π,τ be the orthogonal projection defined on the space of π whose image is the τ -isotypical component. Let C be the Casimir operator of G. For π ∈Ĝ the Casimir C acts on π by a scalar π(C). is put here in order to give π(h φ,τ ) a nice trace.)
Proof: The uniqueness of h φ,τ is clear from the Plancherel theorem. In the case of an even Paley-Wiener function φ, the existence of h φ,τ ∈ C ∞ c (G) with the required properties (except for the bounds) has been proved in [10] , Lemmas 2.9 and 2.11. For this one considers the G-homogeneous vector bundle E τ = G × V τ /K and identifies the space of smooth sections with
Then the operator D τ induced by −C τ − b is a generalized Laplacian in the sense of [5] . The operator φ √ D τ defined by functional calculus is an operator with smooth kernel x|φ √ D τ |y , and by the theory of hyperbolic equations ( [31] , ch. IV) it follows that φ √ D τ has finite propagation speed (compare [8] ). Identifying the sections of E τ with K-invariant functions as above, it follows that the G-equivariant operator
Now observe that by the estimates in [8] there exists a constant c > 0 such that, for every φ,
This means that there is a constant c > 0 such that for every φ we have
Since the subspace of even Paley-Wiener functions is dense in H r N , we may extend the map φ → h φ,τ by continuity provided we check that it is continuous with respect to the correct seminorms, and then the asserted formula for π(h φ,τ ) will remain valid.
By moving the contour of integration in the formula for the Fourier transform, we get sup |φ(x)|e r|x| ≤ c|φ| r,2 for some c > 0. Thus it follows from the above estimate that for every p > 0 there exist r > 0, c > 0 such that |h φ,τ | p,0,1,1 ≤ c|φ| r,2 .
In order to estimate the derivatives, recall from [33] that for every N there exist N ′ and functions µ, ν ∈ C N c (G) such that
, where ∆ is the Laplacian on G also occurring in Proposition 4.1. Together with standard properties of the functions Ξ and l this shows that there exists c > 0 such that
for X of order N. We have a similar inequality for |h| p,n,1,Y and hence for |h| p,n,X,Y .
Note that ∆ can be chosen as 2C K −C, where C K is the Casimir of K induced by the restriction of the Killing form of g. Specialising to f ∈ C p (G, τ ), we may replace ∆ by 2d τ − C, where
allows us to deduce the required estimate.
Twisting by characters, general
A virtual representation of the group G is a Z/2Z-graded finite dimensional complex representation ψ = ψ + ⊕ ψ − . We define the virtual trace and determinant as
The function tr ψ(x) is then called a virtual character. Note that tr(ψ 1 ⊕ψ 2 ) = tr ψ 1 +tr ψ 2 and tr(ψ 1 ⊗ψ 2 ) = (tr ψ 1 )(tr ψ 2 ). Thus the virtual characters form a ring, the character ring R(G). If G = G(R) for a semisimple Q-group as in the previous section, we call a function on G parabolically regular if it vanishes on xP 1 x −1 for every parabolic Q-subgroup P = G and every x ∈ G.
Proposition 3.1 Let G be a connected semisimple group over Q. Then there is a virtual representation ψ of G such that tr ψ is nonzero and parabolically regular.
Proof: Since characters are class functions, we may restrict attention to proper parabolic Q-subgroups P of G. We have the Langlands decomposition P = MAN, where P 1 = MN is defined with respect to the Q-structure as in section 1. Since the rank of M is smaller than the rank of G, the restriction map R(G) → R(M) is not injective. Let tr ψ P be a nonzero element of its kernel. Since N is the unipotent radical of MN it follows that tr ψ P (mn) = tr ψ P (m) = 0 for all m ∈ M, n ∈ N. Set
where the product runs over the finite set of all conjugacy classes of proper parabolic Q-subgroups of G. Then the virtual character tr ψ is parabolically regular. Since tr ψ = P tr ψ P and each tr ψ P is a nonzero algebraic function on G, it follws that tr ψ is nonzero.
Assume now that tr ψ is a parabolically regular virtual character. Let h ∈ C ∞ c (G) and set
and let f fin be the characteristic function of K Γ as in section 1.
Lemma 3.2 The geometric side of the trace formula for the test function
Proof: Since tr ψ is a class function it follows that the orbital integral
This simple form of the trace formula is quite advantageous since tr ψ is easy to compute and concerning h ∈ C ∞ c (G) we have total freedom of choice. However, the problem remains that the spectral side of the trace formula does not simplify. To discuss the spectral side we will consider representations π ⊗ σ for π ∈Ĝ and σ finite-dimensional. We endow σ with a K-invariant norm, so that these are admissible Hilbert representations. They are no longer bounded, and hence π ⊗ σ(h) is not defined for h ∈ L 1 (G). However, the operator norm of σ(g) and hence that of π⊗σ(g) grows at most exponentially with d(g) = dist(gK, eK). Thus there exists p > 0 such that the integral defining π ⊗ σ(h) converges for all h ∈ C p 0 (G) and π ∈Ĝ. Let us first prove two general facts.
Lemma 3.3 For a given operator M on the space of π we have
where tr 1 and tr 2 are the traces on the first and second tensor factor.
Let B(π) denote the Banach space of all bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space of π.
Lemma 3.4 For the linear map
Proof: Let (e j ) j denote an orthonormal basis of σ. For T ∈ B(π ⊗ σ) and
where the partial inner product on the right is defined as a map from
The lemma follows.
In order to understand the representation π⊗σ for an induced π the following Lemma will be needed later.
Lemma 3.5 Let P = MAN be a parabolic subgroup of a reductive group
, where ξ is an irreducible admissible representation of M + and ν ∈ a C . Let σ be a finite dimensional representation of G. Write
for the decomposition into irreducibles of the restriction to the reductive group M + A.
Then, after reordering the
Since G = P + K, the representation π ξ,ν has a compact model on the Hilbert space Ind K K∩M + (ξ) which is independent of ν. In the compact model, this filtration does not depend on ν.
Proof: Highest weight theory implies that there is a P + -stable filtration
The map Ξ given by
is a G-isomorphism between the representation π ξ,ν ⊗ σ and the induced representationπ = Ind
Then the filtration F j (π ⊗ σ) = Ξ −1 F j (π) has the desired properties. To see that the filtration does not depend on ν in the compact model, recall that the compact model lives on the space of all f :
Using the construction above it turns out that F j (π ⊗ σ) coincides with the space of all such f with
Explicitly,
Here, for a given element s of the Weyl group of M in G, the Levi subgroup L is determined by a L = (a M ) s , and P runs through all parabolic subgroups of G having M as a Levi component. The coefficient c M,s > 0 is of no interest to us except in the case M = G, where it is 1. For later use, we denote by J + χ,M,π (f ) the same expression with the trace replaced by the trace norm. Let us comment on the items in the integrand. Let ρ(P, ν) be the representation of G(A) which is induced from the representation of P(A) in
twisted by ν. If one starts the induction with the subspace of the π-isotypical component spanned by certain residues of Eisenstein series coming from χ, one gets a subrepresentation which is denoted by ρ χ,π (P, ν). We let ρ χ,π (P, ν, f ) act in the space of ρ(P, ν) by composing it with the appropriate projector. Further, there is a meromorphic family of standard intertwining operators M Q|P (ν) between dense subspaces of ρ(P, ν) and ρ(Q, ν) defined by an integral for Re ν in a certain chamber. The operator M(P, s) is M sP|P (0) followed by translation with a representative of s in G(Q). And finally, M L (P, ν) is obtained from such intertwining operators by a limiting process.
In [22] , this problem was reduced to certain conditions on local intertwining operators, which are known to be satisfied in some cases. We will check below that those conditions are satisfied in the situation of interest to us.
Thus, we specialize to the linear algebraic group G = SL 3 . Let G = G(R) be the group of real points. We fix maximal compact subgroups K = SO 3 ⊂ G and
for all primes p, and we set 
Here we have fixed a K-invariant norm on the dual of the real Lie algebra of G and denoted by ∆ the corresponding element of the universal enveloping algebra. The superscript + indicates that the trace has been replaced by the trace norm.
Proof: Our first assertion, which concerns absolute convergence, would follow from Theorem 0.2 of [22] if we could verify conditions 1) and 2 ′ ) of that theorem. Once this is done, our second assertion will be a byproduct of the proof. Indeed, in the course of proving Lemma 6.2 of [22] , equation (6.15) was used to estimate the operator norm of ρ χ,π (P, ν, (1 + ∆) N f ) in terms of the L 1 -norm of (1 + ∆) N f . If we omit that step and consider only the terms with (M, π) ∈ Π, the asserted bound will follow.
The aforementioned condition 1) is a uniform bound on the derivatives of the local intertwining operators R Q|P (π p , ν) Kp for all automorphic representa-
1 , all primes p and all open compact subgroups K p of G(Q p ), where the subscript K p indicates restriction to the subspace of K p -fixed vectors of the representation induced from π p . In contrast to Theorem 0.2 of [22] , our claim concerns only a fixed test function f fin which is biinvariant under a particular maximal compact subgroup K p , and hence we need only verify condition 1) for that group. However, K p as chosen above is hyperspecial, and R Q|P (π p , ν) Kp is the identity, so that the condition is automatically satisfied.
Condition 2
′ ) is a uniform bound on the derivatives of the local intertwining operators R Q|P (π ∞ , ν) τ for all π as above and all K-types τ , where the subscript τ indicates restriction to that K-type in the representation induced from π ∞ . Since we consider a fixed K-finite function f ∞ , we need only verify the condition for finitely many K-types, and the uniformity of the required bound in τ is no issue. However, the bound does have to be uniform in π ∞ , which still allows us to split the set of those representations π ∞ into a finite number of subsets and check the condition for each of them. For the subset of tempered representations, condition 2 ′ ) follows from results of Arthur (cf. [22] , Proposition 6.4).
For our group G = SL 3 , we have either M = A 0 or M = G or M ∼ = S(GL 2 × GL 1 ). In the first case, π ∞ is just a character of A 0 (R), hence tempered. In the second case M = G, the induced representation ρ π (G) coincides with π, and the intertwining operator is the indentity, so that condition 2 ′ ) is trivially satisfied.
This leaves us with the case of the intermediate Levi subgroups. The map
is a Q-rational isomorphism from GL 2 to S(GL 2 × GL 1 ). Thereby we may identify M with GL 2 , K ∩ M with O 2 and K p ∩ M(Q p ) with GL 2 (Z p ). Thus, our only remaining concern are the automorphic repre-
for which π ∞ is non-tempered and which have a K fin ∩ M(A)-fixed vector. For such a representation, π ∞ must occur in the space of L 2 -functions on
where the last isomorphism of right GL 2 (R) 1 -spaces is due to the fact that Q has class number one. The superscript 1 refers to the subgroup of elements with determinant of absolute value 1. Since GL 2 (Z) contains elements with determinant −1, this quotient is isomorphic to SL 2 (Z)\ SL 2 (R) as an SL 2 (R)-space. As π ∞ is non-tempered, its Casimir eigenvalue does not exceed 1/4 in the usual normalization. It follows from Roelcke's eigenvalue estimate [27] (cf. [16] , ch. 11, Prop. 2.1) that π ∞ lies in the space of constants, so it must be the trivial representation.
For a single representation π ∞ and K-type τ , the norm of the derivative of R Q|P (π ∞ , ν) τ is certainly bounded by a polynomial in ν for ν outside a sufficiently large compact subset Ω of the line ia * M , because the operator is a rational function of ν. However, the function in question is smooth and therefore bounded on Ω, so condition 2 ′ ) is satisfied.
Orbital integrals
We will continue to focus on the group G = SL 3 (R). For later use we will fix some notation. Let P 0 = M 0 A 0 N 0 be the minimal parabolic subgroup of all upper triangular matrices in G. We fix A 0 to be the group of all diagonal matrices with positive entries and determinant one. Let P 1 = M 1 A 1 N 1 be the parabolic subgroup of all matrices in G with last row of the form (0, 0, * ).
We fix A 1 to be the group of all diagonal matrices of the form diag(a, a, a −2 ), a > 0. The group M 1 is isomorphic to the group GL 2 (R) 1 consisting of all real two by two matrices with determinant equal to ±1.
For j = 0, 1 let ρ j ∈ a * 0 be the modular shift of P j . So by definition for a ∈ A 0 we have det(a|n j ) = a 2ρ j , where n j is the Lie algebra of N j . Further let ρ M 1 ∈ a * 0 be the modular shift of the parabolic
The Killing form B on the real Lie algebra g 0 = sl 3 (R) is given by
B(X, Y ) = tr ad(X) ad(Y ) = 6 tr XY
for X, Y ∈ g 0 . We will use the same letter for its complexification as a symmetric bilinear form on g as well as for the corresponding quadratic form B(X) = B(X, X). Let θ be the Cartan involution fixing K. Then θ(x) = t x −1 for x ∈ G and θ(X) = − t X for X ∈ g 0 . The Killing form gives a natural identification between a and its dual a * . Thus it also gives an invariant form on the latter space. Note that the sum ρ = ρ 1 + ρ M 1 of the last paragraph is orthogonal with respect to B. Therefore, B(ρ) = B(ρ 1 ) + B(ρ M 1 ).
We are going to apply Proposition 2.1 with a special choice of the number b and the representation τ of K ∼ = SO 3 . Recall that for each k = 0, 1, 2, . . . there is an irreducible representation δ 2k of dimension 2k + 1 and that this exhausts the setK of irreducible representations of K up to equivalence. For a virtual K-representation τ = τ + − τ − we define h φ,τ = h φ,τ + − h φ,τ − . We choose the virtual representation τ 0 = δ 4 − δ 2 − 2δ 0 of K, fix b = B(ρ 1 ) = 1/4 and set h φ = h φ,τ 0 . The reason for this choice will become transparent in the next lemma.
We want to describe the action of our kernel in representations π ξ,ν of the principal series of G. Here P = MAN is a parabolic subgroup, ξ a representation in the discrete series of M and ν ∈ a * . Following [19] , we write ξ = Ind and 
Note in addition that
as a representation of the spin group Spin(B| p M 1 ), where S ± are the half-spin representations.
(ii) If P = P 0 , then tr π(h φ ) = 0, so h φ is a pseudo-cusp form.
Proof: Since π can be considered as induced from M + AN, Frobenius reciprocity implies that
in terms of the virtual dimension of a Z/2Z-graded vector space. In case (i), we have K ∩ M 0 1 ∼ = SO 2 , and it is straightforward to check that
If Λ ∈ b * is the infinitesimal character of ξ, then Λ + ν is the infinitesimal character of π, hence
as ν is imaginary and orthogonal to Λ. Lemma 2.4 of [20] says that tr π(h φ ) vanishes unless B(Λ) = B(ρ M 1 ), so we get the asserted formula.
For the proof of (ii), observe that
a group whose characters are ξ i (diag(ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 )) = ε i , i = 1, 2, 3, together with the trivial character ξ 0 . It is clear that
(e.g., by dimensional reasons, using the fact that the ξ i are conjugate under the normalizer of M 0 in K). This implies that dim Hom M 0 (ξ i , τ 0 ) = 0.
Let g ∈ G = SL 3 (R) be regular. Then the centralizer G g is a maximal torus of G, so either it is conjugate to the torus of all diagonal elements of G or to H = A 1 B, where B ∼ = SO 2 is the compact maximal torus of M 1 . We say that g is of splitrank 2 in the former case and of splitrank 1 in the latter. If g is of splitrank 1, then there is a g b g ∈ A 1 B and x ∈ G such that g = xa g b g x −1 . Here a g is uniquely determined, and so is xa g x −1 , the split part of g. For g ∈ G of splitrank one with split part exp X, we define its length by l(g) = B(X). Since θ acts trivially on A 1 , we have l(g) = d(a g ).
We will follow the conventions of [15] about normalization of Haar-measure on G and its Lie subgroups. For g ∈ G, we use the notation 
Again, for a virtual representation τ = τ + − τ − we set R 
These orbital integrals are real and their sign is (−1)
N independent of g.
Proof:
The convergence follows from the fact that R N λ ∈ C 2 0 (G) for large λ and N. The formula from Prop. 5.2 can be specialised using
If λ is real, then sign φ N λ = (−1) N , because one can see by induction that
for some polynomial p N of degree 2N +1 with nonnegative coefficients.
Twisting by characters, SL 3 (R)
For the group SL 3 (R) we will now give an explicit example of a virtual character which is parabolically regular. For this let st : G → GL 3 (C) denote the standard representation of G, and let η = S 2 (st) be its symmetric square. Then the dimension of η is 6. Consider the virtual representation
For x ∈ G we have tr ψ(x) = det(1 − η(x)).
Lemma 6.1 Let P = MAN be a proper parabolic subgroup of G. Then tr ψ(mn) = 0 for every mn ∈ MN. So tr ψ(x) is parabolically regular.
Proof: For x ∈ G we have tr ψ(x) = 0 if η(x) has 1 as an eigenvalue. Since η(x) is the symmetric square of x it has 1 as an eigenvalue if x has ±1 as an eigenvalue. So we have to show this for x = mn. There are three conjugacy classes of proper parabolic subgroups of G. The first is given by the group P 0 = M 0 A 0 N 0 . The group M 0 N 0 is the subgroup of all upper triangular matrices with ±1 on the diagonal. The claim follows. The next parabolic is P 1 = M 1 A 1 N 1 . The group M 1 A 1 is the centralizer of A 1 , so M 1 is isomorphic to the group of real two by two matrices of determinant ±1. Again the claim follows. The third parabolic P 2 is obtained from P 1 by reflection along the second diagonal. The lemma is now clear.
We now consider the Cartan subgroup H 0 of diagonal matrices in G. Then its Lie algebra a 0 , which equals the Lie algebra of the connected component A 0 , is the Lie algebra of diagonal matrices in g, i.e.
The weight lattice is generated by
The weights of the standard representation st are λ 1 , λ 2 , −λ 1 − λ 2 . The dominant weights are those of the form aλ 1 + bλ 2 with a, b ∈ Z, a ≥ b ≥ 0.
For instance, the modular shift of the minimal parabolic P 0 is ρ = 2λ 1 + λ 2 , and the modular shift ρ 1 ∈ p * 1 of P 1 , restricted to a 0 , is ρ 1 = 3 2 (λ 1 + λ 2 ). The modular shift of the minimal parabolic
For a dominant weight λ let W λ denote the irreducible representation of G with highest weight λ. Then W 0 is the trivial representation and st = W λ 1 .
Lemma 6.2 The virtual representation ψ decomposes as
Note that W 3λ 1 +λ 2 and W 3λ 1 +2λ 2 are dual to each other as are W 3λ 1 and W 3λ 1 +3λ 2 .
Proof: The representation η contains the highest weight 2λ 1 . Weyl's dimension formula shows that dim W 2λ 1 = 6 = dim η, hence
Similarly we get
2 η = W 3λ 1 +λ 2 and 3 η = W 3λ 1 + W 3λ 1 +3λ 2 . Since 6 η is the trivial representation, the wedge product induces dualities η * = 5 η and 2 η * = 4 η. The automorphism g → t g −1 interchanges each of the representations st and j η with its contragredient. Its composition with a suitable Weyl group element preserves dominant weights and interchanges λ 1 with λ 1 + λ 2 . Lemma 6.3 For elements g ∈ G of splitrank one we have det(1 − η(g)) < 0 and
An element g ∈ G of splitrank one is conjugate in SL 2 (C) to the element diag(e r+iθ , e r−iθ , e −2r ), for which l(g) = 6|r|. The claim follows by inspection.
The geometric side
Let ψ be the virtual representation of G given in Section 6. Let φ be a Paley-Wiener function and define
. Let E(Γ) denote the set of all conjugacy classes [γ] in Γ which are of split rank one.
Proposition 7.1 The geometric side of the trace formula for
Proof: It follows from Lemma 6.1 that f φ ∞ is parabolically regular, so by Proposition 1.1 the geometric side of the trace formula takes the form
The orbital integral of f φ ∞ can be computed as
since tr ψ is invariant under conjugation. It remains to show that the sum can be reduced to the regular classes of splitrank one. For this let γ ∈ Γ with tr ψ(γ) = 0. Then, by the proof of Lemma 6.1, γ does not have ±1 as an eigenvalue.
Lemma 7.2 Let γ ∈ SL 3 (Z). Suppose γ does not have ±1 as an eigenvalue.
Then γ is regular and the Q-subalgebra Q(γ) generated by γ is a cubic field equal to the centralizer of γ in Mat 3 (Q). This field is complex iff γ has split rank 1.
Proof: Suppose that γ has a rational eigenvalue ν. Since the characteristic polynomial is monic and has integer coefficients, ν is an algebraic integer. Being rational, ν must be an integer, and since γ −1 also has integer coefficients, ν = ±1.
If we exclude this case, then the characteristic polynomial of γ is irreducible, hence its roots are distinct and Q(γ) is a cubic field. Complexification shows that the centralizer F of γ in Mat 3 (Q) is three-dimensional and commutative. By comparison of degree we see that Q(γ) = F .
If ν is an eigenvalue of γ, then the map which assigns to any element of F its eigenvalue in the ν-eigenspace of γ is an isomorphism of F onto Q(ν). Since γ has split rank one iff it has only one real eigenvalue, the Lemma follows. 
as n → ∞ as well. By Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 6.3, all the terms on the geometric side of the trace formula for f n have the same sign, and each term tends to the corresponding term for f N λ monotonically. Thus, we may pass to the limit n → ∞ on the geometric side by monotone convergence.
An element γ of Γ = SL 3 (Z) is called primitive if it is not of the form δ n for any δ ∈ Γ and any natural number n = 1. For every regular γ ∈ Γ there is a primitive γ 0 ∈ Γ such that γ = γ µ 0 for some µ ∈ N. If γ is of splitrank two then γ 0 is uniquely determined. If γ is of splitrank one then the split part of γ 0 is uniquely determined. The normalization of Haar measures chosen [15] implies that for each regular γ ∈ Γ of splitrank 1 we have vol(Γ γ \G γ ) = l(γ 0 ).
Corollary 7.4 The geometric side of the trace formula for
f N λ equals [γ]∈E(Γ) l(γ 0 ) det(1 − η(γ)) |D(γ)| 1/2 − ∂ ∂λ N −1 e −l(γ) √ λ 2 √ λ .
The spectral side
We have proved in Proposition 7.3 that the spectral side of the trace formula with the test function f N λ converges for sufficiently large positive λ and N. Now we want to show that it extends meromorphically as a function of λ to a sufficiently large subset of the complex plane.
In the notation of section 4, J spec (f 
For any prime p, we have π triv,p (f p ) = 1 due to our choice of f fin , while the factor at the infinite place can be computed using Lemma 3.3, giving
We need the explicit result only for the trivial representation π triv of G(A).
Lemma 8.1
The value in question is
where σ runs through the irreducible representations of G occuring in ψ.
The coefficients [ψ : σ] have been calculated in Lemma 6.2, so it remains to determine [σ| K : τ ] and σ(C). All of these numbers are unchanged if we replace σ by σ * .
For each dominant weight λ occurring we determine the decomposition of W λ | K from its weights and compute
Since B(ρ M 1 ) = 1 12 , the lemma follows from this.
Let Π ∞ (τ 0 , ψ) be the set of all admissible irreducible representations η of G which are subquotients of π ⊗ ψ for some nontrivial π ∈Ĝ and such that η contains a K-type in τ 0 . Let
This is a closed subset of C. Note that B(ρ 1 ) = 1 4 in our normalization. Let Ω(τ 0 , ψ) = C \ S(τ 0 , ψ).
Proof: Let us write
where Π consists of all pairs different from (G, π triv ). We want to apply Theorem 4.1 to show that the integral-series on the right-hand side converges normally for λ ∈ Ω(τ 0 , ψ) and hence represents a holomorphic function. Thus, we have to find a uniform bound on the operator norms of ρ π (P, ν, f ) for (π, M) = (G, π triv ), ν ∈ ia M , parabolics P with Levi component M and
, where λ runs through a compact subset of Ω(τ 0 , ψ). These operators are direct sums of copies of
hence have the same operator norm as the latter. By our choice of f fin , the second factor is the projection onto the subspace of K fin -fixed vectors, hence of norm one. This leaves us with the norm of the factor at the infinite place. Thus, we focus attention on an irreducible component of Ind
which is a nontrivial unitary representation of G. Our assertion will be a consequence of the following result, where we use the symbol π in a different sense for simplicity of notation.
Lemma 8.3 There is a uniform bound on the operator norms of
for all nontrivial π ∈Ĝ, all constituents σ of ψ, all constituents τ of τ 0 and λ in a compact subset of Ω(τ 0 , ψ).
Proof: Recalling that ∆ = 2C K − C, we have
Since R N λ is K-finite, here the operator C K can be estimated by a constant, so the second factor behaves like polynomial in π(C). By increasing N, we can compensate its effect, so we just ignore it from now on. Applying Lemma 3.
According to [30] every nontrivial π ∈Ĝ is a quotient of a representation which is parabolically induced from a unitary representation of a proper parabolic subgroup P = MAN, i.e., π = π ξ,ν , where ξ ∈M and ν ∈ ia * . Of course, it suffices to consider the standard parabolics P 0 , P 1 and P 2 . In the case of the maximal parabolics P 1 and P 2 , if ξ itself is parabolically induced from a unitary representation of a proper parabolic subgroup, we use induction in stages to regard π as induced from the minimal parabolic P 0 . In this way, the complementary series corresponds to nonunitary parameters ν ∈ a * with Re(ν) = tρ ∈ a * 0 , where 0 < t ≤ 1/2. Thus, let π = π ξ,ν be an induced representation. There is a natural K-stable grading Gr j of π ⊗ σ underlying the filtration from Lemma 3.5. The space Gr j is defined to be the set of all f :
Let P j be the projection to Gr j . Then
With respect to this grading the operator
is a triangular matrix whose entries are polynomials in ν of degree ≤ 2N. The diagonal entries have the form
N with η being a subquotient of π ⊗ σ, and their leading term in ν is B(ν) N . Hence the inverse matrix is triangular and its entries are rational functions in ν which tend to zero as fast as B(ν) −N as ν → ∞. Moreover, these functions have no poles at points ν parametrising η ∈ Π ∞ (τ 0 , ψ) if λ ∈ Ω(τ 0 , ψ), as follows from the definition of the latter set. This implies that the norm π ⊗ σ(R N λ,τ ) is bounded. The bound will depend on ξ, but for P being the minimal parabolic, the group M is finite and there are only finitely many ξ. For the maximal parabolics we may assume that ξ is not induced itself, so it is one-dimensional or a (limit of) discrete series representation. As there are only finitely many such ξ for which some ξ ⊗ σ j has a K ∩ M-type in τ | K∩M , we get a uniform bound on the operator norm in question, and the lemma follows.
As noted above, Proposition 8.2 is thereby proved, too. Next we show that the set Ω(τ 0 , ψ), to which we have meromorphically continued the spectral side, is large enough for our goals, in particular, that it contains the main pole at λ = such that Re ± √ λ < α for every λ ∈ S(τ 0 , ψ).
For the proof we will need two prerequisites. First, let S α be the set of all z ∈ C with | Re(z)| < α, and let S We will also need some elementary facts about representations of SL 2 (R). For n ∈ Z, consider the character of the subgroup of upper triangular matrices which takes value a n on a matrix with upper left entry a, and let π n be the unitarily induced representation of SL 2 (R) (which is not unitary unless n = 0). Then π n has a unique proper subrepresentation ξ + n (resp. ξ − n ) whose SO 2 -types are bounded from below (resp. above). In fact,
where ε r , r ∈ Z, are the characters of SO 2 . The representations ξ + n with n ≥ 0 (resp. ξ − n with n ≤ 0) are irreducible and constitute the holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) [limit of] discrete series. (In the notation of [17] , ξ
n ⊗ ζ has a filtration whose subquotients are isomorphic to ξ ± n+m with |m| ≤ k and m ≡ k (mod 2).
Proof: By Lemma 3.5, π n ⊗ ζ has a filtration with subquotients isomorphic to π n+m with |m| ≤ k and m ≡ k (mod 2). This induces a filtration on ξ + n ⊗ ζ of length at most k + 1 whose subquotients are subrepresentations of the subquotients of the previous filtration. Since
the SO 2 -types ε r of ξ + n ⊗ ζ are bounded from below and have multiplicity k + 1 for large r. This identifies those subrepresentations of π n+m uniquely. The case of ξ − n ⊗ ζ is analogous.
Proof of Proposition 8.4:
We are goint to show that α = 3/2 has the required property, i.e., that η(C) + B(ρ 1 ) ∈ S 2 α for all η ∈ Π ∞ (τ 0 , ψ). Like in the proof of Proposition 8.2, we will use the classification ofĜ from [30] . Consider the representation π = π ξ,ν induced from the parabolic subgroup P = MAN of G, where ξ ∈M and ν ∈ a * . If η is a subquotient of π ⊗ σ, then by Lemma 3.5 there is a j such that η is a subquotient of π ξ⊗σ j ,ν+ν j .
Let us start with the case that π is induced from the minimal parabolic P 0 = M 0 A 0 N 0 of all upper triangular matrices, where M 0 is the group of all diagonal matrices with entries ±1 and N 0 is the group of all upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonal. We have , where k is a nonnegative integer because ρ M 1 = 1 2 (λ 1 − λ 2 ) happens to be the generator of the weight lattice of A M 1 . Now dim ζ = k + 1, and from Lemma 8.6 we conclude that η is a subquotient of π ξ + n+m ,ν+ν j for some |m| ≤ k. The condition η ∈ Π ∞ (τ 0 , ψ) means that η has a K-type in common with τ 0 , and by Frobenius reciprocity this implies that ξ . Since the only constituents of τ 0 are δ 2k with |k| ≤ 2 and
this imposes the restriction n + m ≤ 1. Remembering that n ≥ 0, we see that the infinitesimal character of ξ + n+m , which is (n + m)ρ M 1 , lies in the segment connecting ρ M 1 with the lowest weight ω j of σ j . But ω j + ν j is an a 0 -weight occurring in ψ, and so the infinitesimal character of η, which is (n + m)ρ M 1 + ν + ν j , can be written as ω + ν + tρ M 1 , where ω is in the convex hull of the weights occurring in ψ and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Thus η(C) + B(ρ 1 ) = B(ω + ν + tρ M 1 ) − B(ρ M 1 ).
By Lemma 8.5 we may ignore the purely imaginary ν. If we replace ρ M 1 by its Weyl-conjugate 1 2 ρ, it follows from the calculation done in the case of P 0 that η(C) + B(ρ 1 ) ≤ Our main result Theorem 0.1 can be deduced from Theorem 9.1 as follows. If [γ] ∈ E 0 (Γ), then by Lemma 7.2 the centralizer F γ of γ in Mat 3 (Q) is a complex cubic field and the set O γ = F γ ∩ Mat 3 (Z) is an order in F γ whose unit group is generated by γ. We claim that every order O occurs h(O) times in this way. The corresponding claim for a division algebra instead of Mat 3 (Q) is shown in [9] , section 2. In that section the restriction to a division algebra was made to secure that the centralizer F γ would be a field.
In the present paper this information is obtained from Lemma 7. . From this and Propositions 8.2 and 8.4 we infer the claim on the analytic continuation. Since L(s) is a Dirichlet series with positive coefficients by Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 5.3, its analytic continuation also implies convergence. Proposition 9.2 is proven. The Prime Geodesic Theorem follows from the Proposition by standard methods of analytic number theory (cf [7] ).
